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S Y N 0 P S 1,S
This thesis contains an experimental and theoretical study of
the behavior of ASTM A-36 hot rolled tubular beam-columns. Three
rolled tubular beam-columns were studied experimentally. Results show
that due to a favorable residual stress distribution their ultimate
strength is somewhat larger than that of wide flange shapes of similar
flange area distribution.
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1. I N T R 0 D·U C T ION
In the ~ecent past (1963) the use of tubular beam-columns has
gained wide acceptance with architects and engineers. Their pleasing
appearance and their adaptability to framing are. ,two of the many
reasons for this favorable reception.
These tubular beam-columns are seamless, square and relatively
-·\1,
thin-walled 0 They are of considerable interest, to the structural en-
,gineer because they are not subjected to lateral-torsional buckling
which plagues W shapes bent about the strong axi~.
without any available work on square tubular beam-columns, a
designer had good reason to ,assume that the existing beam-column theory
for wide flange shapes was suitable for the tubular shape. Since the
tubular section fails by inelastic instability in the plane of the ap-
plied mo~ent and,·it· has a synnnetrical shape similar to the wide flange
section, this assumption wa~!reasonable. Because the seamless tubular
section do~s not have any appreciable residual stresses, the estimate
of the ultiroa·te strength would be conservative.
The purpo~e of this progr~m was to investigate the use of these
beam-columns in Plastic Design.
"200.62.121.3A
The program was divided into the three phases listed below.
1. The determination of the material properties,
residual stresses and cross-section properties.
2. The testing of three tubular sections as beam-
columns with different slenderness ratio and
P/Py . The combinations of slenderness ratio
and axial load 'ratio were chosen so that there
was:
(a) One with a high L/r and low p/Py (mostly
a beam),
(b) One with a middle L/r and intermediary
P/py (beam-column),
(c) One with a low L/r and a high P/Py (mostly
a column).
3. The theoretical investigation of the ultimate
strength based on failure due to excessive
bending in the plane of the applied moment.
-3
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20 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The test apparatus used has been described by Beedle, Ready
and JOhnston(l), by Van Kuren and Galambos(2) and also by Dwyer and
Galambos(3). The same test fixtures were used as in these previ~us
experimental programs. Schematic drawings of the test se'tup and the
forces acting on the specimen are given in Figso 1 and 2. The concen-
tric axial load P was applied through knife edges and the end moment
was applied by means of a force F acting through a rigid lever arm at-
tached to the lower end fixture. The end moment force was produced
by a tension compression hydraulic jack connected to the test frame.
Any lateral thrust was taken up by lateral tie rods attached to the end
fixtures 0 Views of the genera~ test setup are shown in the photographs
of Figs. 3 and 4.
To record the behavior of the column under load, several meas-
uring techniques were employed 0 Deflections in the plane of the loading
at the quarter points were measured by dial gages, Level bars were
mounted on support brackets which were welded to the base plates at the
top and bottom of the test column to indicate ang~e changes at the
column ends in the plane of the applied moment. As the specimen rotated,
a micrometer screw in the level bar was adjusted to center the level
bubble that was fastened on the bar. A dial gage mounted on one end of
the level bar recorded the movement or rotation of the bar over a fixed
gage length as the column end rotated.
-4
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Other measurements recorded were the axial load as indicated
by the testing machine and end moment force measured by the dynamometer.
The test procedure for each test was as follows:
1. The preliminary work consisted of the measurement
of the column dimensions, determination of material
properties, the calculation of the expected failure
loads, and the preparation of control curves.
2. After the predetermined axial load was applied to
the column, increments of bending. moment were
applied. After each increment of moment, suf-
ficient time was allowed for the system to come
to a complete rest before the readings of force
and deformation were taken. In~this way all
effects of strain rate were eliminated and the
readings represent a static condition. In the
inelastic range increments of deflection rather
than increments of load were used. Loading was
usually continued until the column was so de-
formed that it could no longer maintain the axial
loadll In all the tests, at least some unloading
of the variable moment parameter was. obs~rved
before the termination of the test. The constant
parameters in each test are shown in Table 1.
30 AU."XILIARY TES,TS
The zero strain rate yield point (static yield) ~as obtained for
each sectiono Three coupons were cut from each of the three sections~
The results are presented in Table 20 A typical static yield curve is
shown in Figo 50
For purposes of obtaining the yield load~ the average cross-
sectional area of each section was determined 0 First~ the density of
the steel was determined 0 After weighing a l4-inch section, the average
area was determined for each of the three sections (Table 3)~
Residual stress measurements wer'e ~onducted by the sectioning
methodo Only insignificant amounts of residual stresses were found to
be present in the section, such that one could consider it to be ini-
tially unstresseso
In order to determine the static yield stress again and also
to obtain a qualitative idea of the magnitude of the residual stresses,
a stub column test was pe~formedo The general procedure was the same
as that described by Tall(4)0 Beveled bearing blocks were used to
obtain an initial alignment II .Then thin wedges of copper and aluminum
were placed between the top base piate and the beveled blockso In
this manner~ a fine adjustment in the alignment was attainable o At a
load of 85 kips (P/Py = 0035) the maximum out-of-alignment was 3%0
At loads higher than P/Py = O~35 the alignment was almost perfecto
-6
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In addition to the standard instrumentation of two l/lO,OOOin.
dial gages on a lO-inch gage length on the colunm. and four l/lOOOin.
dial gages between the top and bottom base plates, seven strain "gages
were placed on the specimen. The insttumentated stub column is shown
in Fig. 60
Up until the initiation of yielding, the 1/10~OOOin. dial".
gages were used in the determination of the stress-strain curve.
Yielding started at the points of attachment of the support bars to
the column. Hence after the start of yielding the use of these gages
for determining the strain was impossible. From this point, up until
failure, the four 1/10001no dial gages at the corners (see Fig. 6) were-
used for the remainder of the stress-strain curve.
Until local buckling started, the yield lines on all faces
were symmetrical and on a forty-five degree slope. After almost the
entire column had yielded, failure occurred by symmetrical local
buckling 0 The two ''webs'' buckled in and the two "flanges" buckled out.
The readings on the seven strain gages were averaged and the
stress-strain curve plotted in Fig. 7. The readings of gages two and
three are also shown on Fig. 7. It can be observed from the average
of the dial gage readings (Fig. 8) and the plot o~ the strain gages,
·that in all instances the stress-strain curve displays a very sharp
knee at the start of yielding. In a wide flange member with residual
stresses the top of the curve has a gradual ,bending due to the presence
of, these residual stresses (4). This lack of curvature in the upper
elastic portion of the stress-strain curve for the tubular section
suggests a lack of residual stresses of any magnitude (See Fig. 9).
-7
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4. E X PER I MEN TAL RES U L T S
-8
The section and material properties based on the coupon tests
are shown. in Table 4. In all cases the yield stress used was the
"static yield stress".
The moment-end slope curves for each of the three tests are
shown in Figso 10, 11 and 120 Also plotted on the same figures are the
theoretical(5) moment-end slope curVes for a wide flange shape 0 The
maximum theoretical moment of the wide flange and the maximum moment
sustained by the tubular section in the test is shown in Table 5.(6)
For the tests with a high L/r and low P/Py (almost pure bending)
the theoretical strength of the wide flange was somewhat higher than the
test result of the 3" x 3" X 1/4" tubular section.
With an intermediate L/r and p/py (beam-column action) the
strength of the tubular section was appreciably better than the theo-
retical strength of the wide flange.
When p/Py became very high and L/r was low (column beh~vior
predominating) the tubular section's strength was again considerably
better than that of the wide flange.
The reason for the tubular section being stronger as the
///
member begins to act more as a column lies in the effect of the resid-
ual stresses on column strength.
200 0 62o121.3A
Figo 13 illustrates the effect of deflections on the maximum
moment 0 As loading increases into the plastic range, the moment effect
due to deflection times axial load begins to predominate over the- moment
due to the end moment 0 At the final load on the 4" x 4" x 1/4" section
(Figo 13) the moment at the mid-height due to deflection times axial
load was almost twice t.hat due to end moment only.
-9
3. THE 0 RET I CAL I N V EST I GAT ION
301 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
The moment-curvature relationship (M - ~) for wide flange shapes
bent in pure bending was developed in 1948(7). The effect of axial load
on the M-@ relationship for a solid rectangular section was demonstrated
by Timoshenko(8). Ketter, Kaminsky and Beedle(9) have solved the more
complex problem of the M-~-P relationship for a member with discontin-
uties (wide flange shape).
A method for the determination of the ultimate strength of
wide-flange beam-columns which fail by excessive bending in the plane
of the applied loads has been developed by Galambos and Ketter(lO) .
Oja1vo and Fukumoto(5) presentmomographs for the solution of wide
flange beam-column problems. Galambos and Prasad have extended the work
of reference No. 5 to compile ultimate· strength tables for wide flange
beam-columns 0
3.2 ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF TUBULAR SECTIONS
The ultimate strength of a tubular section may be determined by
integration of the particular M-~-P curve. Since the M-~-P curves for
the W shapes may not necessarily describe the behavior of a tubular
section, it is necessary to determine the M-~-P curves for this partic-
ular geometric shape.
-10
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When a member is loaded' in the elastic range by a combined
axial thrust and moment, the stress and strain are as shown ,in Fig. 14.
Since elastic strains are small in comparison to the section
When a member is loaded beyond the elastic limit (Fig. 15)
depth
{3 = ( 1)
0 = ET - EB Ey - EB=b (b
- ycc)
cry -
°Bor (3 = (2)E(b
- ycc)
and
Equilibrium will be satisfied when
(4)
(3)
Utilizing equations (2), (3) and (4) it is possible to write
expressions for the moment, axial thrust and curvature for any particular
stress distributiona Reference No. 9 has developed these expressions
for a wide flange shape.
The non-dimensionalized moment, axial thrust and curvature
equations for a tubular section were derived 'and are shown in Table 6.
200.62.121.3A
These non-dimensional equations are a function of the fractional
depth of penetration of yielding on the compression side, the fractional
stress on the tensile side and the ratio of the width of the section to
the wall thickness.
In order to obtain the combined moment-curvature-axial thrus~
curves from the equations of Table 7, the following steps are necessary:
1. By assuming a set of yield patterns as shown in
Fig Q, 16 and utilizing the equations in Table 6,
construct moment-curvature and axial thrust-curv-
ature "auxiliary curves" (Fig. 17). Each assumed
depth of penetration of yielding will give one
curve.
2. With a set of 'auxiliary curves" and an axial thrust
it is possible to graphically construct the combined
M-0-P curve. With a particular p/Py ratio, intersect
each of the depth of penetration curves at a particular
~/0y ratio. Then intersect the respective M/My
depth of penetration curve at the M/My corresponding
to the f/J/f/J y common to both curves at the particular
P/PYtJ The construction is illustrated in Fig. 18.
Since the equations used to construct the t~uxiliary curves"
were a function of the ratio of width to thickness, the M-0-p curves
are also functions of size. For the cases investigated (bit = 12 to
b/t = 24) the effect of the variation in size can be neglected. The
-12
These curves for tubular sections are quite different from
those of wide flange sections. Fig. 21 shows a comparison of the
M-0-P curves for a ~ section and a tubular section for the same P/Py ;'
both neglecting residual stresses. Up to point (A) in Fig. 21, the
M-0-p curves for tubular and wide flange sections are coincident. How-
ever, beyond point (A) there is a marked divergence in the curves.
If Fig. 20 is referred to, it will be noticed that point (A)
is the point at whi-ch yielding has Just progressed through the flange.
Hence the dissimilarity occurs when yielding is initiated in the web.
-13
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The reason for this dissimilarity seems to be in the distri-
bution of the area about ~he centroidal axis. For a wide flange shape
such as was used in constructing the M-0-p curves in Ref. 9 (8 W 31) ,
about 75% of the area is in the flanges and 25% in the web~ In a
tubular section such as the 4" x 4" X 1/4" which was used to construct
the M-0-p curves in this report the distribution.is 50% in the flanges
and "50% in the webD
When yielding starts into the web of the wide flange it pro-
ceeds very rapidly in a small amount of curvature 0 In the tubular
shape; with a large percent of area in the web, yielding proceeds only
with a large amount of relative curvature. The. curves shown in Fig. 19
will eventually flatten out when the entire section is plastified.
5.3 DETERMINATION OF THE ULTIMATE ,STRENGTH
Once the M-~-P curves have been constructed, it is possible
to determine the critical moment ratio of a section by numerical inte-
.(.10)gration .
-14
Since deflections have to be assumed, it is convenient to know
the equation of the curve for the deflected centerline for a beam-column.
Timoshenko(8) has developed an equation' for a beam-column with a bending
moment on one end onlyo In terms of the parameters used in this report
200.62.121.3A
the equation is:
-15
where,
Kl = C (L/r)V P/Py
Kx =C (x/2) (L/r) ~/Py--
C = Constant = 0.03616 (cry = 39ksi )
Sin Kx
Sin Kl
x
1
(5)
(6)
These equations will aid in selecting deflections along the
member for a numerical integration procedure(11). These deflections
must be successively corrected until the desired accuracy in the de-
fleeted shape is obtainedo
The solution by numerical integration is as follows:
A loading condition, slenderness ratio and
constant axial thrust are given. A cross-
section for which the ultimate moment is
required is selected.
1. Assume an end moment, Mo.
20 Assume a deflected shape, (Eq. 5 may
be used to find a first tr~al),
3. Compute the moments at possibly
eight equally spaced stations along
the axis of the member (Mx = Me + Poy)
and numerically integrate curvature
values obtained from Fig. 19.
4. Correct the assumed deflections based
on the values obtained from this
numerical integration and repeat step
(3) •
5. Repeat step (4) until the desired
accuracy is attained.
6. Determine the end slope from the
following equation:
( 7)
-16
Reference 10 works out an example which covers this method of
finding the ultimate moment by numerical integrationo F~gso 22, 23,
and 24 show ultimate strength curves for each of the three test sections 0
Each curve required at least five points and each point .required be-
tween three and five numerical" integratiqns&
504 APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS
Several approximate equations have been deve·loped recently.
The most important reason for the development of these. empirical
equations has been their ease of applicationo
Campus and Massonnet(12) have proposed the following inter-
action equation:
200062,121 o 3A
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p
Per
M+ equo
Mp (1 - PIPe) (8)
where
for only one moment, (M2,= 0)
p + 0" 54a Mo
Per Mp (1 - piPe)
,< 1.00 (9)
.,from Equo 2co8 Reference (13)
(10)
The critical moment ratio is obtained from·Eq. (11) for the
Therefore, with a tubular section without residual stresses,
(11).:5 1.00+p
Py
Since arc = 0
the interacti()nEq". may be written as:
tubular shapes and is presented. in Table 7.
200. 6201210 3A
. The ASCE presents an equation for ,a beam-column with. one end
moment ( 14) •
By substituting the test parameters into the ASCE Equation the,
results in Table 7 were obtained.
The numerical integration procedure is the only rational
procedure of the threeo For tubular sections Eq. 11 over-estimates the
strength for low P/Py and high L/r. It underestimates the strength to
a very large amount for high P/py and low L/r. However, it seems to
give the best answer for 'intermediary values of L/r and p/py • Eq. 12,
like Eqo 11 over-estimates the strength for high L/r andc10w P/Py _
For intermediary L/r 1s and P/Py·s it is very satisfactory. For low L/rls
and high.P/Py·s it is somewhat conservative,. but not unreasona~ly so.
In each of the three cases inves tigated, the nume,rical integration. pro-
cedure gave a re~sonably conservative answer.
-18
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N 0 M.E N C L A T U R E
A
b
E
K
= Area of cross-section
= Width of the section
= Young's modulus of elasticity
= -Effective length factor
M . - Moment
= Moment applied at the end of a member
= Moment at which yield point is reached in flexure
= Fully plastic moment = Z 0y
S Section modulus
t = Section thickness
~tt = Depth of yield pen~tration in tension
= A 0y = Axial load corresponding to yield stress level
over entire section
= Concentric axial thrust on column
Pcr = Column collapse load (centrally loaded)
Pe = Euler buckling load on centrally loaded column
P
Ycc = Depth of yield penetration in compression
Z = Plastic modulus
~ = Ratio of depth of yi~ld penetration in compression
to the total depth of the section ( For example ~ = Ycc/b)
= Ratio of the depth of yield penetration in tension to the
total depth of section (For example ~ = Ytt)
b
N.O MEN C L A T U R E (continued)
-20
E
0"
=
=
=
Strain
Strain corresponding to yield point stress
Normal stress
Static· yield stress
arc The average value of the maximum residual stress
in compression
= Variable normal stress· on tension side of specimen
(positive when in tension)
eJo
= Curvature at a section
= Curvature corresponding to initial fiber yielding
(P = 0)
= Column end rotation
= Deflection in the plane of the applied moments
= Deflection at the first eighth point from the end
= Deflection at the second eighth point from the end
TABLE 1. TEST PARAMETERS
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TEST SIZE P P/Py
L L/rNO (IN)
I 3 11 X 3 11 X ~4u 13.lk 0.133 88 11 80
2 4 11 X 4 11 X ~411 56.2k 0.396 8S 11 59
3 6 11 X 6" X ~4u 177:5k 0.800 88 11 38
TABLE 2. TENSILE COUPON DATA
0/0 STATIC AVG.
COUPON AVG.
0/0
YIELD ULTIMATE STATICAREA REDUCTION STRESSELONG. STRESS YIELDNO. (IN 2 ) IN (au GAGE) (PSI)
AREA (PSI) STRESS
(PSI)
3 -I 0.350 48.9 25.8 38600 73,750
:3 -2 0.354 48.3 24.7 38700 73,200 38,400
3 -3 0.354 477 26.8 37800 71,500
4 -I 0.339 51.6 21.5 38900' 59,300
4 -2 0.348 45.7 25.9 39100 61,000 39,000
4 -3 0.360 51.6 23.5 38900 60,550 ;
6-2 0.356 48.9 20.5 38500 65,100
39,000
6-3 0.348 48.5 22.6 39400 65,500
TABLE 3. DETERMINATION OF AREA DATA
SECTION Lin Lin Lin Lin Lin Ibs in
2 in2
I 2 :3 4 AVG Wgt AAVG AHANDBK.
3 x3 X Y4 14 'l32 14716 14 7/32 14 9/ 32 14.227 1'0.3 2.57 2.59
4 x4 X Y4 14 ~4 14 Y4 14 9/32 14 7/32 14.250 14.7 3.66 3.53
6 x 6 x Y4 14 13", 14~4 14 5/8 142Y32 14.661 23.5 5.70 5.5416
THE DENSITY OF THE STEEL WAS DETERMINED FROM A
1.0116 11 x 1.0141 11 X0.246 11 COUPON.
A TORSIONAL BALANCE AND MICROMETER WERE USED.
THE CALCULATED DENSITY =485.4 Ibs / ft 2
TABLE 4. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
SPEC. 0;( ksi ) Py(kips) Mp(in-kips)
3 x 3 X Y4 38.4 98.6 110.5
4 )( 4 X Y4 39.0 142.0 186.4
6 x 6 X Y4 39.0 222.0 456
-22
TABLE 5. LOAD PARAMETERS
TEST TUBULAR P/FY ( Mol Mp )TUBE ( Mo/Mp)W'"(THEO)SECTION
I 311x 3 II XY41 0.133 0.895 0.925
2 4 11 X 4 11 X~4' 0.396 0.675 0.630
3 6 u x6" X ~411 0.800 0.318 0.210
•tv
W
TABLE 6. IISUMMARY OF IMPORTANT EQUATIONS 'I
(TUBULAR SECTION BENDING NEGLECTING RESIDUAL STRESSES)
ELASTIC LIMIT ONE FLANGE PLASTIC, THE OTHER ELASTIC BOTH FLANGES PLASTIC
~l
a = Ycc
b
p =!nbO"'y
----"~
0"'0
Ro=c;y
Ycc
a =1)I§I
ay
_____L
prYce
aa
--~
0"'0
Ro= tJy
t I~I
.1. 0\
bITt
oa
TOP FLANGE
(COMPRESSION)
WEB
BOTTOM FLANGE
(TENSION)
~b S a S (1- Vb) Vb S a s(J- Yb)
LIMITS
-lsRaS+1
-IS RoSI Yb S,8 S a
AXIAL
THRUST
P _~
-- 2Py
P I {O-Ra)(b-2tl I+RO _[ 2b 2
Py = b -2 4t + 8(1-a) I--t-(I-a)-
t 2t] +JL}
bJ 2f
p (a-J3)
~ = 2 - Yb
MOMENT
{
£._~.!. + L (1-)2_..L(1.. )3}
.M.. =( I + R
a
) 3 2 b 6 b 6 b
My .1.- 4 1..+ 5 ("!")2_ 2 (i)33 b b b
M ( 1+ Ra ) t2f t 2 4 t
- =-- -(l-a--) ( [1-2a]--)+My 12(1-a} b b b
~ {6(1- a )(1- YbJ- 3 Yb+4( Yb)2}]
.1..( k)-4( tl )2+ 5( ~)3_ 2 ( ~ )43'D 'D b b
!!!. _ I-Yb - Y.3 G t
My \ -4~ +5(t )2+ 2(i Jt(P - i'b J(I-P - ~J
+(1- a-p) (1+2a -4/3)]
CURVATURE ep 1+ Ra¢: =-2-
y
ep I+Ra4i =2(1-a)
y
51!- =_1
ep l-a-13
y
I
tv
+'
<..
TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF ULTIMATE STRENGTH DATA
M/Mp
S-ECTION TUBULAR TEST TUBULAR NUM. INT. TUBULAR TUBULAR EQ.12EQ.II
3 II X 3 II X Y4 11 0.89 0.85 1.00 1.00
4 11 X 4 II X 14 II 0.67 0.63 0.66 0.64
6 II X 6 II x ~4 II 0.31- 0.24 0.07 0.18
I
N
V1
H •
I I, ,
L_.J
~p
• H
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FIG. 1 TEST SETUP
DynOmometer~
FIG. 2
Testing Machine
Head
Lateral Reactio n
Rod
Test Column
FORCES ACTING ON TEST SETUP
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Fig. 3
Fig. 4
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34.50
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23.00
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\ ~STATIC
SPECIMEN FROM: 6 11 X 6 11 X Y411
AREA : 0.348 IN2
YIELD POINT : 39,400 Ibs/IN2 .
ULTIMATE STRENTH: 65,500-lbs/IN2
% ELONG. (8 11 G·a'): 22.6%
I % R.EDUCED AREA : 48. 5 %
o 0.00125 0.0025 0.00375 0.00500 0.00625 0.0075 0.00875
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